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New Librarian Pleased
With Mines School

MAY 2: 1930

JUNIORS

WILL MAKE
STATE INSPECTION

The policy of the School of Mines,
that the juniors make an inspection
trip of the mines, smelters and geology of the state of Montana, became
I again a reality when the faculty
passed upon a proposed itinerary for
a trip to take place May 20 to 30.
The trip is planned - so that variety
will characterize all points to be visited. First there will be seen that intense
folding
and faulting
which
characterizes
the ground line of the
Rocky Mountains.
Then come the
coal mines at Roundup, and it wiIl
be the first visit many of the students
have made to a coal district, although
familiar with metal mines from. crown
block to sump because of their' work
at Butte.
After the coal mines the
yqung flat lying stratigraphy
of the
plains region of Montana is to be seen.
N ext is an oil field-the
Cat Creek
field. Although this is an old field
in the stages of decline, it is particularly satisfactory for study and unusual
methods can be observed such as that
of forcing air into the oil sand in
order to increase production.
From
the oil fields the party plans to go
to Great Falls, and on their way
there they will again pass along the
front range of the Rockies. At Great
(Continued on page 7)
COMMENCEMENT
ADDRESS TO
BE DELIVE,REDBY
DR.
GEORGE
OTIS SMITH

Miss Margery Bedinger Assumes
Duties at Mines.

Her

Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
She
comes to the School of Mines from the
Seattle Public Library, where she organized and was in charge of the department of Adult Education.
She is
recommended to us as being particularly skilled and successful in the reorganization of small libraries which
is, of course, exactly the problem by
which she will be confronted at the
School of Mines.
Miss Bedinger has traveled in the
Orient, in England, on the Continent
and in Egypt, Alaska, Canada and
Mexico, and is the author of several
recent articles in library journals.
Miss Bedinger states that we have
an unusually fine collection of technical periodicals, journals and government documents.
Material which it
would be impossible to buy now.

"I feel that we are most fortunate
in securing as librarian a woman of
Miss Bedinger's personality, training,
. and experience," said Dr. Thompson.
Miss Bedinger went two years to
Smith College and graduated with honors from Radcliffe College, and from
the New York State Library School,
at Albany.
She was first assistant in
the Technology Division in the New
York Public Library, then librarian of
the Chemical Department of the E. I.
Dupont de Nemours & Co., at Wilmington, Delaware.
She was next
head librarian for five years at the
United States Military Academy at
West Point, the first woman to hold
this office; followed through her love
for the West, by several years as li"The task of creating a library from
brarian at the New Mexico College of this mass of material will be arduous

Dr. George Otis Smith, director of
the United States Geological Survey
and past president of the American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers,
has consented to deliver
the commencement
'address
at the
School of Mines this year. Dr. Smith
is one of the best-known geologists
in the world and in his letter to
President Thomson accepting the invitation he said: "There are a number
of things I should like to say to a
representative
Montana audience."
The Class of 1930 is to be congratulated
on having such a distinguished speaker for its commencement and the fact that Dr. Smith was
willing to make the trip from Washington especially for this occasion is
a compliment to the institution.
His
presence at commencement
assures a
large attendance of interested friends
and alumni of the institution.
and long, but eventually the School of
Mines will have a library of which to
be 'proud," said Miss Bedinger, after
taking a general survey elf the library
material on hand.
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MINERS WIN FROM 'STATE U.
Newton and McBride Given a 2-to-l
Decision Over Senior Law
Students
The first intercollegiate
debate of
the year for the School of Mines was
returned a 2-to-l victory on Thursday,
April 10, the victim of ore digger
forensic prowess being Montana State
University.
Thomas F. McBride and
Joe· Newton, accompanied by Professor Walter T. Scott as coach, made
the trip to Missoula where the contest
was held in the Main Hall auditorium.
The Miners were opposed by George
Martin and Steiner Larsen, seniors in
the university law school.
President
C. H. Clapp of the university, formerly president of the School of Mines
acted as chairman.
Three M'issoul~'
men were the judges,
The question
debated was: "Resolved, That lobbying pl~ys a necessary part in our government."
McBride and Newton upheld the affirmative. The new cross-questioning
plan
of debating
as developed
by Mr.
(Continued on page 7)
IMPORTANT
ELECTION
MAY 6
TO INST'ALL
OFFICERS
FOR NEXT YEAR
It has reached that time of the year
when the annual A. S, S. M. election
of officers is to be held, this being a
regul.ar event in May. Consequently
candidates
for office will have the
chance to do their campaigning and to
hold the center of the stage for a
while.
Under the constitution of the A. S.
~. M., all candidates must file petitions of nomination showing at least
ten signatures as well as their own.
These provisions exist to prevent the
useless nomination and voting on men
who are not interested
in holding
office and who might decline to serve
after being elected.
At the May voting, there are four
officers to be selected, the president,
the student manager of athletics the
vice-president,
and
the' secr:tary.
Under the rules the president must
be a senior next year, having completed enough of his work to warrant
being
considered
a candidate
for
graduation.
T.he student manager of
athletics may be either a senior or a
junior, but must have completed all
the work of sophomore year to be
eligible. Similar requirements prevail
for the secretary
and vice-president
except that they must have credit in
all studies of the freshman year thus
being allowed to hold office if they
belong to anyone of the three higher
classes.
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THE POSER-BADGER
CAiSIE
brittle, the zones of breaking were
occupied by soft clay or gouge fillings.
Finally, when mineralizing
solutions Former M. S. S. M. Graduate Reviews
worked their way upward from below
Famous Lawsuit.
Erie V. Daveler, general manager of through the fissures and deposited their
the Butte and Superior Mining Com- load of minerals, the most favorable
Students of the School of Mines of
pany since 1925, is about to remove to places w,ere those where brittle rocks
New York to take a more important : had been shattered.
Consequently the Mining Engineers were especially faposition with the J aciding interests
geologist in his work upon ore bodies vored at the technical lecture of April
with which he has been identified must keep two important details in the 1, when Mr. Chester Steele of the
since 1909. Mr. Daveler, in addition foreground:
First,
the
geological Geological department of the Anaconto holding the position
of general formations
composed of these brittle da Mining Company and former Mines
manager with the Butte and Superior rocks (quartzites)
and' their position graduate described in detail the points
Company, will also have charge of the in the ground; and second, the fissur- of law and geology involved in the
lawsuit popularly known
-interests of the N av'ada Consolidated
irig, the trends, dips and the relative complicated
as the Poser-Badger
case, a lawsuit
Copper Company beginning
May 1. size.
He was elected a member of the board I Mr. White forecasts a bright future costing one million dollars. Mr. Steele
of directors of the Nevada Consoli- for the district
and expressed
an brought to the lecture room a number
dated April 19.
opinion that not only would the pres- of the large maps and cross-sections
Mr. and Mrs. Daveler expect to ent known ore bodies continue
to used during the case, some of which
leave Butte during the first week in greater depths, but also that new ore were exhibits
by the plaintiff and
May when Mr. Daveler will take up bodies which might be equally as rich others of which were exhibits of the
his new duties.
His removal from as those now worked might be dis- defendant.
Butte makes the appointment
of an covered.
The most spectacular
display was
assistant necessary.
H. D. Cooley, for
the large three-dimension
mine model
OIL FROM ROCK
years cashier of the Butte and Suover seven feet tall which has reproperior, now becomes assistant
genduced to exact scale all mine workDr. Will V. Norris
eral manager.
Mr. Daveler expects to
ings and which shows all geological
To prove to the Mines students that
visit this city frequently from his New
conditions within the area under litioil could be produced from rock, Dr.
York offices.
gation.
This model is not new to
Erie V. Daveler came to Butte in N orris set up a retort and distilled School of Mines students because at
1918 as mill superintendent
for the petroleum from oil shale simultaneous
other times it rests in its glass case in
Butte and Superior Company.
For with a well prepared talk on the eco- the main building.
Nevertheless
the
nine years previous he had been em- nomic possibilities of the "oil from oil wonder at' its exactness and painstakshale" question.
ployed by the Utah
Consolidated,
ing detail was shared alike both by
At the present time four plants are
which is also a J ackling property.
students
of the school and visitors
Two years afterwards
he was ad- in operation producing gasoline, kero- from the city of Butte as Mr. Steele,
oil, lamp
vanced to the post of general superin- sene, ammonia, lubricating
pointer in hand, traced out the crossgas, which
,tenden't and five years later became black, and illuminating
cuts, drifts and raises which were
products will undoubtedly in time engeneral manager.
driven in search of information dealing
During his residence in this city Mr. tirely replace those of natural petro- with underground
geology.
The cost
Daveler has been prominent in a num- leum.
of the model is placed at about $10,000.
World wide immense deposits of oil
ber of activities and very popular with
Mr. Steele outlined, in general the
shale
contain the carbon and hydrogen
his acquaintances.
He has been active
case somewhat as follows:
in the Butte Chamber of Commerce, necessary to' produce the hydrocarbons
A vein was held by the plaintiff (W.
Dr.
the Kiwanis Club, the Butte Country of which petroleum is composed.
A.
Clark) to crop out on the Poser
Club and the Silver Bow Club, from N orris stressed the point that petroclaim, and to dip southward out of the
leum
was
not
present
in
the
shale
as
the presidency of which latter club he
such, but was formed during the heat- limits of the Poser claim and into the
retired but recently.
.
ground
(A. C. M. Co.)
ing
in the retorting process. He stated defendant's
He was appointed by Governor J. E.
worked by the Badger mine below the
Erickson as a member of the State that some of the shale which he has
Come to
retorted at the School of Mines has Badger claim. By the law of extraBoard of Education.
Symons and Save
lateral
rights
the
plaintiff
claimed
produced as much as 74 gallons, of
Eleven Dollars
large ore bodies worked in the Badger
crude oil per ton of shale.
The defendant showed to the
Besides gasoline and kerosene the mine.
GEOLOGY OF COEUR D'AltENES
by-products
from the secondary dis- satisfaction of the court that the so'Mr. Rush White, Noted Geologist and tillation are of a high quality as well called vein did not exist as it was not
as important commercially.
The lubri- a filling of a fissure nor did it have
Mining Engineer, Lectures.
cating oil from oil shale has positively clear-cut walls. The so-called vein for
The geology of the C~eur d'Alene better lubricating power than that of much of its extent was only an area
America's
district, by Mr. Rush White of Wallace, natural petroleum as none of the qual- of altered granite so common throughGreatest Value in
Many other
Idaho, was the subject of the talk at ity determining constituents have 'been out the Butte district.
Snappy Clothes for
such complicated details entered into
the regular Tuesday night lecture on destroyed in any way.
Young Fellows
The volatile products, when burned the case.
March 18. Mr. White, who is one of
the best informed of the practicing in a limited amount -of air, produce an
high grade carbon for
mining engineers
and geologists
in exceedingly
COPPER CONVERTINQ
central Idaho, described the ore bodies which there is a great demand as an
and the geological conditiqns respon- automo bile tire filler.
The ammonia produced is used in
sible for them in a most interesting
On April 15 the usual bi-monthly
for lecture hour brought to the Mines, Mr.
manner, and so clearly that even the making a high grade' fertilizer
sophomores
present
were able to which, of course, there is an ever in- Hugh J. Maguire of the Anaconda
understand the why and wherefore of creasing demand.
Reduction Works, who spoke on "The
He:
Do you smoke?
the many scattered mines that charAs a potential oil supply the United Converting of Copper Matte" as pracShe: No, I don't smoke.
acterize the Coeur d'Alene.
The subject was
States Government
has set aside for ticed in Anaconda.
He:
Do you drink?
The great
importance
of brittle naval oil reserve 63,000 acres of oil covered very thoroughly from the hisShe: No, I don't drink.
tory of the first converter at the Parand has appropriated
quartzite beds was emphasized by Mr. shale territory
He: Do you neck?
White.
He explained how fissuring $180,000 towards a plant in Colorado rot Smelter in Butte in 1884 to the deShe: . No, I don't neck.
(faulting) had cut the twenty or thirty where research and production is car- tailed description of the Great Falls
He: Well, what do you do?
type of converter used in Anaconda at
thousand feet of pre-Cambrian
rocks ried on.
She: I tell lies.
of the Belt Series, resulting in great
Economically
the present oil shale the present time. Two stages of matte
zones of breaking, in places a hundred distilleries operate on a small margin "blowing" were discussed from the time
or more feet wide and, many thousands
of profit, and a large tonnage is neces- the molten reverberatory
matte was
"Silk stockings pass through a lot
of feet in length.
Where these fis- sary and consequently
of hands before they're finished."
such under-l poured into the throat of the converter
sures intersected
shaly beds which takings involve millions of dollars of to the pouring of the converter copper
"Yeah ? Joe can finish a brand new
in the fire refining furnace.
were somewhat soft and tough rather investments.
pair in five minutes."
ERLE V. DA VELER WILL MOVE
TO NEW YORK TO TAKE OVER
IMPORTANT
MINING POSITION

Snappy
Suits and
Top Coats
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than brittle, the zones of breaking were
occupied by soft clay or gouge fillings.
Finally, when mineralizing
solutions Former M. S. S. M. Graduate Reviews
worked their way upward from below
Famous Lawsuit.
Erle V. Daveler, general manager of through the fissures and deposited their
the Butte and Superior Mining Com- load of minerals, the most favorable
Students of the School of Mines of
pany since 1925, is about to remove to places were those where brittle rocks
New York to take a more important
had been' shattered.
Consequently the Mining Engineers were especially faposition with the jackling interests geologist in his work upon ore bodies vored at the technical lecture of April
with which he has been identified must keep two important details in the 1, when Mr. Chester Steele of the
since 1909. Mr. Daveler, in addition foreground:
First,
the
geological Geological department of the Anaccnto hal ding the position of general formations composed of these brittle da Mining Company and farmer Mines
manager with the Butte and Superior racks (quartzites)
and their position graduate described in detail the paints
Company, will also. have charge of the in the ground, and second, the fissur- of law and geology involved in the
interests of the Navada Consolidated ing, the trends, dips and the relative complicated lawsuit papularly. known
as the Poser-Badger
case, a lawsuit
Capper Company beginning May 1. size.
He was elected a member of the board I Mr. White forecasts a bright future costing one million dollars. Mr. Steele
of directors of the Nevada Cans ali- far the district
and expressed
an brought to. the lecture roam a number
dated April 19.
opinion that nat only would the pres- of the large maps and crass-sections
Mr. and Mrs. Daveler expect to. ent known are bodies continue to. used during the case, same of which
leave Butte during the first week in greater depths, but also. that new ore were exhibits by the plaintiff and
May when Mr. Daveler will take up bodies which might be equally as rich others of which were exhibits of the
his new duties.
His removal fram as those now worked might be dis- defendant.
Butte makes the appointment
of an covered,
The most spectacular display was
assistant necessary.
H. D. Cooley, for
the large three-dimension mine model
years cashier of the Butte and SuOIL FROM ROCK
over seven feet tall which has reproperior, now becomes assistant
genduced to exact scale all mine workDr. Will V. Norris
eral manager.
Mr. Daveler expects to.
ings and which shows all geological
To. prove to. the Mines students that
visit this city frequently fram his New
conditions within the area under litiail
could be produced frorn rock, Dr.
York offices.
gation.
This model is nat new to.
Erie V. Daveler came to. Butte in N orr is set up a ret art and distilled School of Mines students because at
1918 as mill superintendent
for the petroleum from ail shale simultaneous ather times it rests in its glass case in
Butte and Superior Campany.·
For with a well prepared talk an the eco- the main building,
Nevertheless the
nine years previous he had been em- nomic possibilities of the "oil fram oil wander at' its exactness and painstakshale" question.
played by the Utah
Consolidated,
ing detail was shared alike bath by
At the present time four plants are
which is also. a J ackling property.
students of the school and visitors
Two years afterwards
he was ad- in operation producing gasoline, kero- fram the city of Butte as Mr. Steele,
vanced to the past of general superin- sene, ammonia, lubricating oil, lamp painter in hand, traced aut the crossgas, which
tendent and five years later became black, and illuminating
cuts, drifts and raises which were
products
will
undoubtedly
in time en- driven in search of information dealing
general manager.
During his residence in this city Mr. tirely replace those of natural petro- with undergraund geology.
The cost
Daveler has been prominent in a num- leum.
of the madel is placed at about $10,000.
World wide irrimense deposits of ail
ber of activities and very papular with.
Mr. Steele outlined, in general the
shale
contain the carbon and hydrogen
his acquaintances.
He has been active
case somewhat as fallows:
in the Butte Chamber of Commerce, necessary to. produce the hydrocarbons
A vein was held by the plaintiff (W.
Dr.
the Kiwanis Club, the Butte Country of which petroleum is composed.
A.
Clark) to. crap aut an the Poser
Club and the Silver Bow Club, fr orn Norris stressed the paint that petroclaim, and to. dip sauthward out of the
leum
was
nat
present
in
the
shale
as
the presidency of which latter club he
such, but was farmed during the heat- limits af the Paser claim and into the
retired but recently. .
graund
(A. C. M. Ca.)
ing
in the retorting pracess. He stated defendant's
He wa·s appointed by Gavernar J. E..
warked
by
the
Badger
mine belaw the
Erickson as a member af the State that same af the shale which he has
Come to
Badger claim. By the law of extraretarted
at
the
School
of
Mines
has
Board af Educatian.
Symons and Save
lateral
rights
the
plaintiff
claimed
produced as much as 74 gallans. of
Eleven Dollars
large ore badies war ked in the Badger
crude ail per tan af shale.
Besides gas aline and kerasene the mine. The defendant shawed to. the
GEOLOGY OF COEUR D'ALENES
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fram the secondary dis- satisfactian af the court that the soMr. Rush White, Noted Geologist and tillation are af a high quality as well called vein did nat exist as it was nat
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Mining Engineer, Lectures.
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America's
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March 18. Mr. White, who. is ane of
the best informed af the practicing in a limited amaunt ·of air, praduce an
high grade carbon for
mining engineers and geologists in exceedingly
COPPER CONVERTINO
central Idaho, described the are badies which there is a great demand as an
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The ammonia praduced is used in
On April 15 the usual bi-monthly
.sible far them in a mast interesting
manner, and so clearly that even the making a high grade' fertilizer for lecture haur brought to the Mines, Mr.
saphamares
present
were able to which, af course, there is an ever in- Hugh J. Maguire of the Anacanda
Reduction Warks, who spake on "The
under.stand the why and wherefore of creasing demand.
He:
Do you smoke?
As a patential oil supply the United Canverting of Copper Matte" as practhe many scattered mines that charShe: No., I don't smoke.
States Gavernment has set aside far ticed in Anaconda.
The subject was
acterize the Caeur d'Alene.
He: Do you drink?
The .great importance
af brittle naval ail reserve 63,000 acres of oil covered very thoroughly fram the hisShe: No, I don't drink.
tary of the first converter at the Parquartzite beds was emphasized by Mr. shale territory and has appropriated
He: Do you neck?
White.
He explained haw fissuring $180,000 towards a plant in Colorado rat Smelter in Butte in 1884 to. the deShe: , No., I dan't neck.
(faulting) had cut the twenty ar thirty where research and praductian is car- tailed descriptian af the Great Falls
He: Well, what do. you da?
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thausand feet of pre-Cambrian rocks ried on.
She: I tell lies.
Ecanamically
the present oil shale the present time. Two stages af matte
of the Belt Series, resulting in great
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matte was
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were somewhat soft and taugh rather investments.
pair in five minutes."
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ATHLETICS

The Montana Intercollegiate
Track
and Field Meet will be held again at
Missoula under the auspices of the
State University.
The dates set are
May 9 and 10. Two days are given
to the event this year for the purpose
of deciding the champions 111 tennis
and golf as well as in track and field.
As soon as the weather permits, an
intra-mural
tournament
will be conducted in both tennis and golf at the
Mines. It is possible that the winners
may be sent into competition at Missoula against golfers and tennis players of other colleges of Montana.
Full expenses are not guaranteed for
this meet. The receipts are pro-rated
by the number of men entered and
mileage traveled in getting to Missoula.
Last year this paid all the expenses
incurred 111 sending two men to represent the Montana School of Mines
111
the track
meet.
Holleran
and
Pruett were entered.
Holleran ran a
splendid race 111 the half-mile and
Pruett placed third in the pole vault.
Pruett is now working every evening
in the gym and on the field, when
the weather permits.
We have confidence that this year at Missoula he
will be in it until the end.
The men who are now out for track
and working faithfully are:
Pruett,
sprints and vault: Head, 440-yard dash;
Degenhart,
sprints;
Pierce, mile or
half mile; Lind, mile or half mile;
Schyth, sprints; Berryman, sprints and
high jump; Matthew, Munzenrider and
Gustafson in the mile.
At present, an intra-course
baseball
tournament
is being played.
There
are six teams, comprised of geologists,
metallurgists, miners, general students
and two teams of unclassified
engineers; In the' few games played to
date the geologists seem to have the
edge. We probably have better material for baseball than for any other
branch of athletics.
The Mines could
compete with the best college teams
if games were available. The baseball
season in school is so short that the
colleges of Montana rarely attempt to
have a team.

ACROPOLITAN
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C h a r I e s True worthy, Art Wilson,
manager, and Harold Johns.
In conclusion Fall, accompanied by
Simmons and Klebba, sang "Sweet- 'heart of Sigma Chi."
UNITED
SlERVICE

STATES CIVIL
EXAMINATIONS

JUDI·Or

Notes

Page Three

I

he handed in seven. The final grade
must have been 110 per cent. Wonders
. never cease!
---l
The junior class is looking forward

Since the arrival
of spring,
the
juniors have taken on a "rough and
ready" attitude.
Our willingness and
devotion to study has certainly not increased and our only hopes are for
nothing, while at the same time we
are expecting less and less.

with a great deal of anticipation to the
state inspection
trip.
N ow that it
seems to be settled as to where we

are to go, there seems to be only one
thing left to do, and that is to go.
Each junior had ideas as to where he
The United
States
Civil Service
wished to go and how long to stay,
Commission announces the following
but after thinking it over all seem to
open competitive examinations:
Among the things of interest in the agree, which is quite remarkable.
So
past
month
have
been
several
interestAssociate Metallurgist, $3,200 a year.
far the class has never unanimously
Assistant Metallurgist, $2,600 a year. ing and educational
trips
in and agreed on anyone
subject.
Applications
for associate and as- around the Butte vicinity. These trips
We all vow to hit' the books hard
sistant metallurgist
must be on file are related directly to our curricular as long as the spring weather lasts.
with the Civil Service Commission at activities and allow one to glimpse as (??????)
Washington,
D. C., not later than well as feel the practical and commerMay 28, 1930.
cial side of the industry in which we'
Lady:
Did the lion ever bite you?
The examinations are to fill vacan- hope to be connected 111 the future.'
Keeper:
Yes, but he got well again.
cies in the Departmental
Service, Several weeks ago the Mining class '.-:--:-:-:--:-:-:--:-:-:--:-:-:----.,.-,-.,-_
Washington,
D. c., and in the Fed- under Prof. A,. E. Adami journeyed to :;:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:-:-: ..~
eral classified service throughout
the Rocker where a study of the framing
of the various mine timbers and their
United States.
One whole
Fire, Automobile.
All glasses
The entrance salary is $},200 a year preservation is conducted.
in the framing
in your home three years for ,':,'
for the associate grade, and $2,600 a afternoon was spent
.
.,', $5.00. Public Liability for autos :
year for the assistant grade.
Higher- and preserving department.
and buildings:
Public Liability :::
Wednesday, April 9, the same class :::- for autos and accidents.
.;.
salaried positions are filled through
had the opportunity
of visiting the
Dial 2-3221.
:::
promotion.
y
:
The duties are, to conduct under im- Leonard mine. A particular study was,:,
drilling practice,' :t:
.
.;.
mediate or general supervision, indi- made of. diamond
vi dually or with a small number of curtailing of fires, and pumping, as
y
:
subordinates,
mining, and metallurgi- well as various methods employed 111 .:48 E. Broadway
't'
.
. .
d
.
f ••
+:+
cal investigations and dissemination of d rrif ting,
raising an
construction 0'· :- ••.••••••••••••••••••
'••••
:.
chute pockets.
.
~
..
information with a view to improving
These trips have not been entirely i:":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":"i'
conditions in the mining, quarrying,
metallurgical,
and other mineral in- related to mining, as the class spent
dustries, especially with a view to pre- two very interesting days at the Ana- 't'
.s,
venting unnecessary waste of resources conda smelter during the earlier part
and otherwise contributing
to the ad- of March.
As the class is made up 't'
.t,
¥
~
vancement
of these industries;
the of Met's, Geologists
and Miners, a :s:
The
. .;.
conducting
of research and practical view of all sides of the industry IS ,t,
't'
work in problems arising in connec- obtained.
Enerauer
y
~
A
tion with the metallurgy of any speOh, yes-after
a tough match be- 't'
,t,
cialized line of work involving ability tween the Brute and the course in
,t,
to take charge of the chemical analysis Mechanics, Brute took the first and 't+
112 Hamilton St.
required in such metallurgical investi- the last fall. Well, figure this one out.
.I
h'
't
.:.
gations as are mentioned herein.
Out 0 f some 60 prob ems to and m ~_:_:..:..:..:_:_:..:..:_:_:_:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..!..!..:..
The optional subjects are (1) ferrous
metallurgy, (2) nonferrous metallurgy,
(3) physical metallurgy, and (4) ore
dressing.
Competitors will not be required to
report for examination
at any place,
but will be rated on their education,
training, experience, and fitness, and
publications,
reports, or thesis to be
filed by the applicant.
Full information
may be obtained
KIWANIS
ENTERTAIN
from the United States Civil Service
BASKETBALL
PLAYERS
Commission at Washington,
D. c., or
the Secretary
of the United States
On April 2, the members of the
Civil Service Board of Examiners at
basketball team were guests at a lun- the post office or customhouse in any
cheon given in their honor by the
..:.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":":
.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :.. :4
city.
members of the Kiwanis club.
~
{
A
Y
After the luncheon,
the meeting
't
was turned over to Coach D. C. Me- ANDREW V. CORRY GETS A
FELLOWSHIP
IN GEOLOGY
Auliffe who gave a brief talk of the
squad's and his appreciation
of the
Announcement
has recently
been 's'
,f
y
}
luncheon.
made from the president's office of the 't'
,f
He made announcements
and the appointment of Mr. Andrew V. Corry
following program was given:
to a fellowship in geological research ·s'
,f
¥
J
Earl Lindlief gave a piano selection, at the School of Mines, beginning next 't.
•
,f
·s·
.s
"Romance."
Septem b er.
't'
24 Hour Service for 33 Years
.t
Fall, accompanied
by Simmons· at
Mr. Corry is the son of Arthur V. "t'
,t
y
}
the piano and Klebba on the banjo, Corry, veteran
mmmg engineer
of 't'
.t
sang "Springti!)1e in the Rockies."
Butte, and attended Mt. St. Charles
,!••
McAuliffe then introduced the bas- College for several years, later taking 't+
·s·
,t
ketball players
as follows:
Leroy an A. B. degree, magna cum laude, ':Matlock, Gene Little, Jim McCourt, from Harvard University.
He is, at
the present time, completing a course's"
I
,t
Roy MacFarland,
William
R y an,
College,
Oxford,
as a
Phone 800
12 West Park St.
Ralph Utt, Anthony Dalich, Joe Ber- at Merton
y
J
ryman, Eric Ericson,. captain elect, Rho des sch olar from Mon tana.
.:..:..:_:..:..:_:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:••:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:........:..:..:..:..:..:..
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at any other time.
If a man has to
go to work for a living after four
years, it may prove detrimental.
An institution is as successful as its
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GRADES

wonder just what amount
WEofoften
work and what kind of daily
grades and examination
grades are
necessary in some courses in Mining Engineering
to receive a grade
other than a miserable D,' to stare
you in the face for your efforts
and work?
A grade averaging 80 to
90 per cent for the quarter WILL
NOT DO IT. Just how much work
is expected of a student for one solitary
grade
point?
Providing
all
courses were marked on the low D
and E grading bases, one would never
graduate on account of the lack of
grade points.
An undeserving
grade of D will
ruin a student's chance for graduation
as he will not receive the number of
grade points that he deserves had a
fair .grade been given.
Now it would not be at all unlikely,
providing such a low grading standard
were maintained in all courses, for a
student to find himself-at
the end of
four years of "successful" work, short
some half a hundred or more grade
points.
A teacher constantly 'maintaining
such a system would gain nothing but
ill will from the students, which would
ultimately result in an atmosphere of
discontent
among those taking his
courses.
There is one remote reason favoring the maintainance of such a standard, that by issuing low grades-the
teacher pushes or forces the student
to do better in FEAR of a flunk. But,
should college students be working
under fear of anything?
No. The
place to learn to feel sure of your
capacity and ability is at college, nowhere else.
It may do to "drive"
grade school students or even high
school 'student,
but such practice
should not be tolerated in higher institutes of learning.
We come to college because we like to. Why aampen
our spirits by giving out grades that
signify poor work just merely because
the student is the "under dog," and in
reality deserves a better grade?
In some institutions, should a student flunk in a course giving only one
hour's credit, it would necessitate one
additional year spent in school to complete the work as it is often practically
impossible to double up on that course

T

HE
recent announcement
of the
res i g nat ion
of Mr. Erie V.
Daveler as manager
of the Butte
and Superior
Mining Company
to
accept an important
executive post
with' the J ackling interests and the
consequent removal of his office from
Butte to New York City, is a matter
of congratulation to him but a serious
loss to Butte', to the School of Mines,
and to the entire West.
Mr. Daveler has been one of the
most loyal friends of this institution
and has taken' a deep interest both in
the students personally and in all matters relating to the welfare and upbuilding of the School of Mines.
A graduate of the College of Mines
of the University of California, he has
had a keen appreciation of the possibilities of our institution
and
has
worked devotedly and intelligently to
promote its welfare.
It W;lS in recognition of this fact last
year Governor Erickson appointed him
to the State Board of Education to fill
the unexpired term of Mr. J. H. Rowe,
another one of the School's staunch
supporters.
Upon the expiring of Mr.
Rowe's term, the .Governor reappointed
Mr. Daveler for a full four-year term,
which would not have expired until
1934.. His place on the board will be
difficult to fill. Mr. Daveler's advancement, however, adds one more to the
numerous friends which the Montana
School of Mines has' in the national
metropolis, and affords further proof
of the fact that Butte is America's
most famous training ground for mining executives.
In bidding Mr. Daveler farewell, the
Acropolitan extends him its warmest
appreciation and trusts that he will
continue to remember the Montana
School of Mines, as "the Freiberg of
America."
CONVOCATION

T

HROUGH
the graciousness of the
school government, one hour was
set aside each week at which time the
students
and faculty would be favored with talks and lectures by outside' speakers or members of the faculty on various topics of interest.
The practice has proven a great success and much knowledge has been attained by the students-s-that
is by
those who come to this voluntary hour.
N ow that spring has finally burst upon
us, attendance has been scattered at
these talks and the speaker, whosoever
it happened to be, has had to deliver
his or her address to a few interested
students and a great number of vacant
chairs. It seems that by wilfully absenting himself on these occasions the
self-sup poring students "bites the hand
that feeds him" as the speaker himself
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derives no great benefit from deliverTHE MAN THAT FAILS
ing a talk.
Recently when Dr. Will V. Norris, I give a toast to him that strives
acting associate professor in ChemisFor better things in life
.try at the Mines, talked on "Oil From By sailing out on seas of doubt
Rock," every seat was filled, and the
From shores of want and strife;
talk which was given was well worth
the students' time.
,And should. his ship go down before
Of late the following subjects have
The fury of the gale,
been discussed:
I honor him as much or more
"Gloom in Literature," by Professor
Than one who does not fail.
H. C. Johnson; "The Universe Around
Us," a book by James Jeans, discussed Here's to the man of dauntless mien,
by A. M. Gaudin, Professor of Ore
With courage to do and dare
Dressing; a talk on "Safety in the The flight sublime from want and crime
Butte Mines," by John L. Boardman,
And poverty's cold stare;
Safety Engineer of the A. C. M. Co. Though from the valley of unrest
and editor of the "Anode."
The plucky fellow hails,
At present, arrangements
are being I like him if he does his best
made to have Governor John Erickson
E'en though his effort fails.
speak to the students at a convocation
period.
The heart that beats' with discontent
OUR LIBRARY
value of a library at the Mines
THE
can not be overestimated. We have
a' great amount of material in the
'stacks but which has not been available
to the students.
Now, with the appointment of such a capable librarian as
Miss Bedinger, it 'Will be only a short
time before considerable reference data
will be available to the students, tho,
of course, it will be a matter of a
couple of years before the library will
be systematized
and thoroughly
indexed.
THE

PROSPECTOR

The sun swings low, but its bright glow
Illumes with a meJlow light
The mountain
peaks wit h golden
streaks,
Ere he sinks and hides from sight,
Here all alone in a world my own,
I live far away from strife,
Lured by the gold these mountains
hold
And for which I stake my life.
I do not sigh, as years pass by
Like clouds that near me roll;
But fondly grope in the ray of hope
That lights up my lonely soul;
My star still gleams, in aJl my dreams,
O'er the spot I deem most fair,
And I know, I know by its fervent
glow,
That the gold, my gold, is there.
When hunger gnaws to make me pause
And my tightened belt won't hold;
Relief comes sure in the magic lure
And the certainty of gold,Gold-gold
that lies with covered eyes
In the grip of Creation's might,
And wiJl only wake when I crush and
break
The folds that hold it tight.
With saddened look, my youth forsook
The scenes of my earthly stage;
Likewise my prime passed on in time,
And left me the cares of age;
I plod along with hope stiJl strong
That the next blast will unfold
To my anxious eyes, the wealth that
liesMy gold, my gold, my gold!
-D. G. Thomas.

In some poor fellow's breast
Is not to blame because its aim
-Is freedom from unrest;
And if it struggles from the gloom
That hides it in its' veil,
Let us be kind and give it room
So that it may not fail.
Real courage wins our fond applause
N 0 matter where 'tis found,
The voice of praise attends its ways
Above and under ground;
Just so unselfish deeds impel
The doer to prevail;
The hearty effort pleases well
E'en though the actor fail.
But what of him, the idle knave,
Who sits and vents his hate
For those who strive to keep alive
Ambition's worthy trait,
And frowns when these would cut the
thong
That holds them in life's vale;
And when he sees things going wrong,
Laughs loud because they fail.
The bravest are the men who go
Where others dare not try,
Who look for life where death is rife
In mines, where strong men die
Beneath the overhanging rock,
Or gases that prevail;
Unmindful of the awful shockThey go-and
sometimes fail.
The man that leads a mighty host
In warfare's bloody game,
Is not more brave than those who save
Their brothers, without fame;
And those who venture in the dark
On danger's unseen trail,
Deserve much more fair Glory's mark
Although they often fail.
So here's to heroes underground,
The living and the dead,
Whose only aim in life's hard game
Was but to forge ahead;
And though they never reached the
goal
Toward which they fondly sailed,
Stil1 I admire each ,plucky soul
That tried to win but failed.
-D. G, Thomas,

Irish Cab Driver:
G'wan, shake
yerseif, ye moth eaten old corpse!
(Confidentially to his passenger.)
It
was the 'orse I was spakin' to, ma'am.

Friday,
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college m em or ies and it intensifies the ...
_"+
sense of personal devotion of the students to the. institutions
which they
attend. And this means, in the course
lucrative and most fascinating
spec- of years, millions of dollars invested
in education by the alumni.
In many
tacle in all history.
institutions
it means laboratories
and
The very worst danger, as everylibraries
and chapels
and research
one knows, is that demand for an imequipment and loan funds and everypregnable line and Four Horsemen in
thing for which the poor old college
the backfield.
This may bring a lot
president prays nightly.
of hired ringers to the campus-s-mer-:
Another benefit is the improvement
cenaries who play for pay. All associations and conferences
have rigid of the average college man by the association of the strong masculine type
rules against that, but what do they
'1
amount to? Eighteenth amendments!
wi~h the cloistered intellectual, wh!ch
W e a 11 k now th a t any unusua 11y bnngs an advantage to both parties.
d hi h
hIt
kl
b kfi ld \ There are many others. What will be
goo
ig SC 00 ac e or ac f e
the outcome of it all? Shall we constar has a dozen offers to choose rom
and the alumni associations or athletic tinue to build bigger and better stadia,
patrons even promise good positions attract' larger and larger crowds, rewith good pay after graduation. When ceive more and more money for the
one considers
that a championship
spectacle?
Will athletic patrons and
We Deliver
teams means hundreds and thousands
alumni continue to bid higher and
of dollars to dear old Alma Mater higher for the star athletes?
Doubtwhat wonder is it that friends of the less, the stakes are too great for those
Park at Crystal
evils to be greatly cured,
co IIege firn d? a way.
. but there is
bound to be a let-down 111 some places
Imagine the desperation of the small,
No human pow er ca n preven t an
an i111-.
colleg~ riding the choppy seas betw~en interested alumnus from sending the
athletic supr.eln~cy 0:1 the port SIde local high school star to his alma ..:..:..:..:..:..:..:_:_:_:..:..:..:..:..:_:_:_:..:_:_:..:..:..:_:..:~
and academic integ rity .o n the lea. mater fro 111
ki
f 11
I
'i'
.
.
,as
mg. a e ow a umnus ·.f.
AL'S PHO TO SHOP
.••..
Hopelessly outbid With every athlete to help pa th bill fr orn volaci
•
•
I,
romathlete
p acinganda '.:.'
KODAK S.PECIALISTS
'.•!'.
s h e so licit
ICI S, W h a t' IS s h e t 0 d o.? Sh e promising y.highe school
:
must do what she can to prod.uce binding him by favors to attend the
MAIN at BROADWAY:::
teams from bona-fide, students, w.I.th- institution
desired.
The' saneness 0 f I~
't'
.
_
.
._<t_
_
_ _ ','_._:_:_:_:_:_:_:_::.. ,l.
draw from interco IIegrate competition
••••••••••••••••
or stoop to athletic boot-legging. Most
of the small colleges and many of the
large are dealing with the problem in
a sane manner with an effort to turn
out teams from their small number of
bona-fide students.

Saneness In Athletics
By Coach D. C. McAuliffe.
Intercollegiate
athletics is at once
the bane and the blessing
of the
American college.
This is especially
true of football.
It is the bane because it is the source of more anxiety
and trouble than any other phase of
campus life. It is the blessing because
it is the source of more pleasure, college spirit and money, than all the
other phases of student activity combined.
In the larger universities
it would
be less difficult to handle if it were
not so important to all parties concerned-and
all parties are concerned,
from the president to the janitor.
So
interesting
have college sports, particularly football, become to the outside public, that more space is given
in newspapers to the favorite halfback
than to an international
crisis.
The situation is further complicated
by the huge sums of money involved.
The largest
universities
now contemplate athletic budgets of a million
dollars a year, most 'of the receipts
coming from football and used for
financing
other
sports..
The
Importance of a million dollars a year to
even our wealthiest
institutions
IS
quit appreciable.
Worse
yet, under present
conditions, the possession
of a winning
football team IS treated by students
and alumni as a matter of life and
death to the college concerned.
A national
championship
brings
hundreds
of new students,
even a
conference championship
reduces the
annual deficit-amid
the applause of
the state.
But the worst part of the
rna tter is the effect of the struggle
for athletic supremacy
as exhibited
in the competition for athletes that is
going on all over the country.
We often define a university as a
housing
arrangement,
whereby
selected students
are brought 111 contact with informed and inspirational
teachers.
One would suppose then,
that if there were rivalry between colleges and universities,
it would be
either in securing talented students or
great instructors.
Instead, however,
we see the college scouts at the football games of high schools and in the
gymnasiums.
The most brilliant student in his class, unnoticed, watches
silently and wistfully as the football
hero is besieged with offers in cash
and kind that would put him through
eight or ten years of any school.
That so embarrassing·a
premium
should be set upon athletic prowess is
not the fault of the college.
It is
nobody's
fault.
It is the perfectly
logical result of the fact that our
educational institutions, without planning to do so, have developed the most

1-lIIr-II._IIM_U
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Looking on the bright side of the
situation we find some very fine redeeming features.
Noone
can deny
what almost everyone has overlooked,
that the tremendous
development
of
intercollegiate
athletics
and particularly of football con tests with their
enormous stadia, immense crowds and
'amazing gate receipts has popularized
college education among the masses
to a greater degree than even the
fondest promoters of higher education
ever hoped for. Before September has
arrived each year on every town lot
and 111 every back yard of America,
literally millions of boys from six
years of age upward are playing and
talking football, comparing
their favorite colleges and universities
and
their favorite halfbacks, centers and
tackles and selecting the college they
expect to attend.
It should be noted that the type of
boy thus inAuenced to attend college
is certainly the type that is needed
there.
They are the red blooded,
healthy, average American boys, who
might otherwise go through life without the advantages
of instruction
above the grammar
or high school
grades.
Another tremendous asset is that it
multiplies the attractiveness
of campus
life, it deepens the intensity of the
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the whole spectacle is found in schools' story about how the total failure bewhere efforts are being made to pre- I came a marvel by following kinderserve the amateur status of college I garten simplicity-then
you know that
athletics, centering attention
on the! white collar superiority, and desk jobs
maintenance of the bona-fide nature of and financial importance. are within
the student.
Does he attend classes? the reach of all; no wornes for anyDoes he behave himself
properly?
one.
Does he make the necessary scholastic,
Drop a nickel in the slot and get a
grades?
pleasing personality.
Then go out and
The crying need of the situation is hypnotize executives and compel presifor the harmonization
of the rules dents of large mining companies to
with the facts.
At the present the say A-h-h as you pass by. What an
athletic policy of most American uni- incandescent world this is going to be
versities is determined off the campus when every mother's son has a pleasby private manipulation of interested
ing personality,
Furthermore,
if that
It would probably be better "keep smiling" campaign goes over,
Parties,
forj he university faculty to do all the every avenue in every city will become
paying if any paying at all is to be a huge dental display.
From what I
done.
read in a recent article, "The Short
'I believe that the average youth in Cut' to Success," the idea was to inhale
college today overlooks the many ad- a lot of patent ozone, learn to be quick
vantages that have been pointed out on the trigger and memorize just a
and which can be obtained in various few efficiency maxims and anybody
ways during his college career, and in could become, General Manager, or
no better way than through cornpeti- what not.
tive athletics.
That is the trouble with
A skeptic may have a few doubts.
most of us during our college days. When every man becomes an expert,
We take too much for granted, es- in a snappy business suit, who is going,
pecially when our own little self is to put in the round' and fill the chute?
concerned.
As a result we must pay If all the greasy mechanics get hold
the price when we are thrown upon of the formula and move unerringly
our own resources in everyday life. to desk jobs, where will they find
Can we face it and can we 'conquer room for the desks? But then perhaps

I

I

it? Possibly, but not without a struggle, There you are on the 20-yard
line, you must score and you want to
win. You are lucky if the team of
everyday life is not lined up against
you, with bankruptcy
facing you at
right end, poverty at right tackle, the
poorhouse at right guard. The center
may only mean a temporary set-back,
and the left guard a poor business
deal. Glancing at the left tackle and
left end you see strenuous business
cornpetitron.
You may overcome one
or all of these obstacles, but it is still
20 yards to the goal of success and
a few rough spots, in the defensive
backfield must be surmounted.
Are
you capable of the effort? Have you :: :-:-:-:-:-:-:
Y
the courage to try, or will you throw
up your hands in disgust and say,
well, what's the use?
Possibly you
might try the only thing that has been
successful- F AI LURE.
y
y
Most of us (and I include myself) ••

Friday,

the question has been posed before.
And that recent epidemic holds out
certain lovely inducements.
When the
hard-up friend or no account relative
comes around to make a touch, instead
of reaching for the checkbook, simply
hand the discouraged failure a deckleedged booklet which will tell him how
to have a juicy balance at the bank
within a reasonable
time-say
six
weeks.
Unless somebody is fooled,
all of us can be doing great by this
time next year and maybe at the end
of another twelve months every mernber of every family can have an automobile, an apartment and a country
home. How much our worries would
be lessened if the system really were
practical.
To gain success in the busi.ness
world, how very important is health
and how little attention we give it.
Most of us forget all about it until
it is necessary to call the doctor, Then
it is late and any amount of money
and operations
are involved,
You
should consider this first and as the
most important of all. Then you will
be surprised
to find how easy the
other things are. A half hour spent in
exercise,
watching
your
diet and
proper bathing
will pay handsome
dividends in time for your other work.

May 2,1930

If you don't believe it, try it. The
trouble with most of us is that we
may try it for a short time and think
we become too busy to carryon. That
tired feeling gets all of us at one time
or another.
Do you know that there
are two distinct kinds of tired feelings?
First, normal, natural, healthy fatigue
induced by actual work, and second,
abnormal, false, unhealthy fatigue that
comes from the wrong habits of living.
These are caused largely from a lack
of proper exercise, fresh air and an
improper diet.
I will list a few fatigue controls:
I
1. Eating
(maintaining
a norma
chemical balance).
2. Regularity in sleeping and eating.
3. Avoiding an excess of protein.
4. Sunlight (natural or artificial).
Protect eyes.
5, Physical exercise, including posture.
6. Bathing.
_
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ITHE MONTANA
I
SCHOOL OF M
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may be taking too much for granted .• :.
Possibly we believe too much in the :.i:.
"Get There Quick" articles in the •
weeklies and monthlies or the $4.00 'f'
books
of that nature.
We have :::
y
bumped
into the millenium.

magazine articles and the full-page
ads and the printed slogans in their
neat frames give us concise directions

!~~

:a~i::k

t::c::~2

cut to notoriety

Andthe new religion is for all. Not
so long ago there was a general understanding that about one man .in a

.:-

:!:

~i~

Y
·t·

:::
.;.

thousand would elbow his way to the :.!...
front and the other 999 would trail and •
take orders.
All that old stuff about
the serf paying tribute to the baron

:!:
•

every:::

is out, absolutely.
From now on
, man is going to be a Major General.

."

:!:

If you have continued to swim along
with the raging torrent
of in spira- .i'
tional literature-if
you have studied 's'
all the promises made by the miracle :::
workers-if you have read story after ~t·

f

Offers Courses Leading

•
y
••

:i:•

~

:..!:.
•

The'" '

Golden Age is here. We believe we
can inherit the recipe for success. The

A

to Degrees in

:s:

~

os.

MI·nin g Engl·neeri ng
Meta IIurgica
· IE..ngmeenng

:.::.
A
S

.:f..
S

Geological Engineering
Also a General Freshman

Year Accredited by All Other

~:~
State

Institutions

.!.
...
:;:
oS.

A Strong and W ell Trained Faculty
A Distinguished and Successful Alumni
A Situation Unparalleled for Training and Observation
An Adequate Plant and Equipment

:.!:.

•

:::
:;:
.s.
:::
S
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Page Seven

U. ford encountered
a Montana
State tive and Mount St. Charles. The large
College team at Bozeman and argued audience of listeners in the Butte area
the negative of the disarmament ques- reported
perfect
reception
of the
(Continued from page 1)
The State College speeches and great interest in them.
(Continued from page 1)
H. M. Lindsey, coach at Montana tion with them.
Falls the copper smelters of the Ana- State University, was tried for the first men had just recently returned from The decision of the 'judges and the
conda Copper Mining Company, the time by a Mines team and was found the national Pi Kappa Delta conven- popular vote on the question will be
wire mills where billets of copper are to be very interesting.
Under this ar- tion at Wichita, Kansas, where they announced Sunday night, May 4, at
rangement,
McBride
spoke
for 12 had heard both sides of the question 9 o'clock.
made into all sizes of wire, and the
presented by some of the finest colThe final debate of the year, a noElectrolytic Zinc plant wil! be visited. minutes and then was cross-questioned
Here also the hydro-electric plants of by Larsen for eight minutes.
Martin lege speakers in the United States. decision, open forum contest, was held
the Montana Power Company will be then spoke 12 and was questioned by Consequently the Bobcats presented a Tuesday night, 'April 29, at Dillon,
inspected.
Between Great Fal!s and McBride for 8; Newton for 12 with well worked out case for the affirma- against Montana State Normal ColHelena the railroad travels through eight questions by Martin; and Larsen tive. Despite this, Cadwell and Craw- lege. The Mines was represented by
the Belt Mountains from which the for 12 with eight of the queries by ford did such fine work that the Edward Cadwell, Floyd Horton, and
Newton.
Martin had five minutes to judges' decision was only two to one Bruce Crawford.
geological fbrmation of pre-Cambrian
sum up the case for his team and for their opponents, all the judges beage known as the Belt Series was
Newton summed up the Mines' case in ing local.
named and an excellent section of
CO-ED WEDS
Thursday afternoon, April 24, two
these rocks can be seen. At Helena five minutes, more.
All four men showed ability as Intermountain
Union
debaters
apthe lead smelter of the A. S. & R.
acquaint- peared
on the campus
and were
And then another co-ed got married.
company will be visited with a side speakers and' considerable
trip to the famous Marysville gold ance with the problems under discus- greeted by a heavy thunder storm. It was a pleasant surprise to learn
sian. The Ore Diggers, however, were The storm had one good effect-it
of the marriage of Arthur Shrock, a
district.
.
The party will return to Butte after more logical and stuck more tenacious- brought an audience of over forty to former School of Mines' student, to
ly to the main points in the argument .. -hear the forensic efforts of Floyd Hor- Bessie Wallace, our only junior co-ed.
10 days of travel.
When it came to the cross-questionton and Harold Johns.
The audiWhat a happy day that turned out
ing where it was expected their lawyer ence was certain that Horton
and to be!
opponents would have an advantage, Johns had all the better of the arguRAMBL.ES OF MADAME X
Pa Shrock was a member of the
McBride and Newton surprised the ment, but the judges voted two to one notorious junior class when he quit
audience by making the going decided- in favor of Intermountain.
school last February
and went to
Second of a Series of
ly tough, clinching their main points
The widely advertised radio debate work at the B. A. & P. railway office
Educational Lectures
by means of their pointed queries.
"Pa" is of Maiden Rock
between the Mines and Mount St. in Butte.
Both .the audience and the debaters
a member of the "boys
Charles was held on Sunday night, fame-being
seemed to enjoy this part of the conWell, I'm back again-on
friends.
April 27, the· speakers going on the who made no noise" surveying crew.
The 2-to-l decision
Abruptly,-just
how many of you test very much.
Bessie was elected secretary of the
air promptly at 9 o'clock. Thomas F.
men and young women, too, can boast for the Miners was a fair criterion of McBride and Joe Newton urged the junior class and president of the Coof a friend-a
real pal in whom you the respective ability shown by the affirrna tive of the disarmament
ques- eds 'at the beginning of the year.
can can fide, it person you can trust two teams.
tion, while
Charles
Lanphier
and
For Bessie and "Pa" the Acropolitan
According to Professor Scott, Mr.
with the innermost
secrets of your
Harold Johnson spoke for the nega- wishes the best of luck.
Lindsey. of the university has made a
heart?
valuable contribution
to debating in
Did you ever stop to look at, to adding the cross-questioning
feature. f- -u- ..
_.II_1-- ..------_
..--+
think about your best pal? You are
It livens up the whole proposition.
evidently trusting him, confiding in
especially
to the attention
j
him. Is he worthy of your trust, or adding
is he just an insipid, fickle person who given by the audience and to the interest they show. Professor Scott beshould cause you to stop, look and
lieves that this type of debate will be
ALL NIGHT DRUG SERVICE
,
think twice?
widely adopted in the next two or :
Very few people have more than three years.
Several former Mines I
one friend. In fact, most people have students, now attending
the univerKodak Developing and Printing
not even one.
sity, and present in the audience, were
Many men and women are general much interested in seeing if the Ore
favorites
wherever
they go.
Fre- Diggers could hold their own-and
37 West Park .Street
Phone 4767
quently, however, this type of person they now have the answer.
•
. _ ••__ ......
+W_II'_'II_"_"_"_II'~"_'"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_'"_
••_ ••_ ••_.,._••
can not boast of one friend.
Since the debate with the University,
Have you ever wondered why two
men are capable of greater friendship several Mines teams have engaged in
Harold J ohns, Ed~
than two women?
Men usually are forensic battles.
true to each other. One does not dig ward Cadwell and Bruce Crawford left
into the other's life-women
do this Butte the morning of April 18 for
to each other. Men accept each other Billings, where that evening Caldwell
without question-that
is, of course, if and Johns met a team from Eastern
Normal
School in a nothey are mutually attracted.
The per- Montana
Judging from the
centage of mutual women friends, on decision contest.
the other hand, is very small; in fact, comments of the audience, the Miners
I know of no two women or girls that made a fine showing and presented a
strong case against the policy of comI would class as real friends-most
plete disarmament
urged by Eastern
girls are just chummy.
Normal.
Look around you. Just how many
'The next night Cadwell and Crawgirls that you know are capable of
unlimited trust?
Perhaps you would
be interested in knowing how to make +,-,,-,,-"-"-111---"-,,-,,-,,-,,--+
a real friend-BE
ONE.
If you
can be trusted, if you can understand,
THE CORNER GROCERY
II
if you can accept without question,
:
"On the way to school"
you are one in a million. Congratulate yourself.
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:::Spring Time
:i: Togs for
:~:Young Men
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Th e..J C Penney
-.--t -

_._._

_

:e-

Ine.

*..
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Dress, School
and Work :::
Clothes
:::
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Eight

"Katherine,"
sa i d the
sorrowing
mother, "I told you to always count
ten before you were tempted
to be
naughty."
"I know," snivelled the girl, "but the
fellah never waited for me to finish
countin'!"

ing him carrying
fuse and powder:
"VI/ell, you're
going
to blast, eh?"
-This
question
reminds
me of the
Joe Newton
says some things are fellow who asked the other fellow ,if
impossible-"Imagine
someone trying
he . were going fishing when he saw
to insult O'Connor."
the other fellow carrying
rod, tackle
and can of worms.
Well, he may
III
.only have been going out to give the
Notice:
The ore dressing
departworms a swimming lesson-say
a few
ment
announces
that
on May
1
pointers on the crawl.
"Tony's and Otto's" hamburger. stand
will be opened for business.
Garlic
III
will not be served.
.
Dr. Perry,
in historical
geology
. II I
class: "This is a part of a tooth of a
Pid says, in going Professor
Adami huge Eocene Mastedon."
.
one better, that when the PennsylArt Wilson:
"No, sir; them is the
vania shaft was sunk in Butte, the ribs of a Cretaceous
frog."
natives, in place's, had to use hatchets
/11
in chopping
their way through
the
wire silver.
Professor
Adami
reMythical All-Brains
Baseball Team
taliated by saying that it was only anWith
'Oscar
in' the box,
Todd
other
Norwegian
herring
choking
look bad behind the
story.
For particulars
on this Scan- maybe wouldn't
stick.
C. Ludwig should be able to
dinavian sport see' the Swedish vetnail one on' first and by a little
erans, Wilson and Blixt.
stretching
Gene would do on second
III
with Phil at short and Will at third.
Speaking of hung-up chutes, Engle- That leaves the three outfield posts to
hardt told the class in mining that be filled.
However,
we have a nurnwhile he was "strawing"
down in ber of good men for these positions.
Jerome,
he once freed a chute by I know
Arthur,
of Maiden
Rock
"THE

MUCK

PILE"

Iii

fame, could nail a fair percentage
of
flies at left. This would leave center'
for Ach and right field for Tony.
McAufil could still have the job as
coach;
Lizzie
could be the water
"boy" and FAT, of course, could still
be the manager.

How Fast Can You Say It?
A tree toad loved a she toad
That lived up in a tree;
. She was a 3-toed tree toad,
But a 2-toed toad was he.

For Sale: New baby buggy, bought
in error; never used; too busy· with
politics.
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The stock went up another point and
Charles
Stevens
(alias Bobbie)
got
his hair cut.,

May 2, 1930

"After Deacon Brown's daughter got
married, there was a sudden increase
in the population
of the town."
"How was that?"
"Ten of the boys came back home!"

y
Y

I

tying a stick of powder on the end
of an SO-foot pole made by, splicing
together
loading
sticks,
and
then
shoving the charge up the chute underneath
the rock.
They do things
in a big way down in Arizona.
'

Friday,

ACROPOLITAN

C
.
Pumps,
ornpressors, Drills, Electric and
Steam Hoists, Repauno Gelatin Powder
Fuse and aps, and Everything Needed
to Conduct a Mine
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Montana Hardware
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/11
Map Interpretation'
Class. - Three
o'clock Friday P. M. One of the students to John Hopkins:'
"On your map notice it says 'Corpus
Cristi Bay,' what does that mean,
John?"
Hopkins, after considerable
meditation in trying to correlate
the word
corpus with some English word, said
- thinking
out
loud - "Corpus?hmm-yes,
that's
'corpse,'
meaning
dead; and Crist.i-sure,
that's a name."
Then aloud to the class, "Well'
Cristi must be dead."

Mine you have heard Pid speak so
much of. His job was to keep the
griddles well greased.
In order to do
this he tied a ham on each foot and
skated around the griddle.
He took
such lo ug strides
that his legs, of
necessity,
grew long, and now you
I/I
have the reason.
(Copyrighted
from
Stan Williams
(metallurgist)
to a "Tales of Paul Bunion and The Blue
-Mountain Coo miner,' upon encounterOx.")

W.L.DOUGLAS
SHOES
Amertca's Best "Known Shoes

.----------------------------------------------------.
Two Places

In our new W. L. Douglas
models for young men,
smart
style is attained
without
sacrificing the
long wearing qualitv
which has always been a
distinguishing characteristic of W. L. Douglas Shoes.

to Eat

HOME and Here

Creamery Cafe
19 West
Where

Broadway

Everybody

KEENE'S SHOE CO.

Meets

+----------------------------'-------------------------.
+

'.

EXCLUSIVE

AGENTS

for BUTTE

43 E. Park

Street
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One of many ne'"
.Iyl es for Fall
cznd Winter ..

The Better Dressed Men of Butte Are Stratford

STRATFORD
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